Prevent pregnancy naturally.
Lady-Comp – the intelligent fertility computer.

Lady-Comp be in control of your own fertility.
Safe and reliable from day one with 99.3% accuracy.
The program.
A woman can only become pregnant on six days
during each menstrual cycle: five days before
ovulation and on the day of ovulation. Based on
your morning temperature, taken orally, Lady-Comp
determines your fertile days and shows when you
are ovulating by recording, analyzing and storing
your menstrual cycle data. It determines your
daily status of fertility and will alert you on the
days when intercourse may lead to pregnancy.

It’s so easy!

Fertility calendar and statistics.

1

Take your temperature under your tongue
every morning.

2

Enter menstruation on the days you have
them.
Lady-Comp evaluates your data and cal-

3 culates your fertility status for the next
24 hours:

With the fertility calendar and statistics you obtain
valuable information about your menstrual cycle.
– Past and future fertility status.
– Menstruation forecast for the next months.
– Cycle length and length of luteal phase.
– Temperature curve and temperature rise
after ovulation.
– Ovulation fluctuation in days.
– View your cycle details on your Lady-Comp or PC.

= Infertile

= Learning phase

Upgrades.

= Fertile

= Ovulation

You can easily upgrade your Lady-Comp with the
baby planning software, Lady-Comp baby, at any
time via an SD card.

Reliability is most important.
Lady-Comp’s daily fertility display has a PearlIndex of 0.7, meaning it is 99.3% accurate. The
fertility computer is the uncontested leader in
terms of accuracy, ease of use and safety.

Medical basics.
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Biological facts:

That means:

Lady-Comp knows:

– Every woman ovulates only once each cycle.
– If on the rare occasion two or more ovulations
occur, they will occur within 24 hours.
– After ovulation, the egg can be fertilized for
a maximum of 18 hours.
– Sperm can remain active and fertile in the
woman’s body for a maximum of 5 days.

Just on six days during each cycle pregnancy
can occur, five days before ovulation and on
the day of ovulation.

Lady-Comp uses these biological facts and your
individual cycle to reliably indicate when you are
fertile or not.
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